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1. Introduction
An n-by-n real matrix is called a P-matrix (P0-matrix) if all of its principal mi-
nors are positive (nonnegative). A P0-matrix is P0;1-matrix if, in addition, all of its
diagonal entries are positive. P-matrices arise in a variety of applications, including
the linear complementarity problem (LCP), e.g. [1], and they constitute a unifying
superset for a number of familiar classes of matrices, such as, positive definite, M-
matrices, totally positive and invertibly totally nonnegative matrices, and inverse
M-matrices. All of these subclasses of P-matrices enjoy some additional symmetry
properties. An n-by-n matrix A D .aij / is called sign-symmetric if, for each pair
i; j , either aij aji > 0 or aij D aji D 0; A is further called weakly sign-symmetric if
for each pair i; j , aij aji > 0. A special case of (weakly) sign-symmetric matrices
is that of entry-wise (nonnegative) positive matrices. Among the classes we study
here are the sign-symmetric and positive P-matrices, as well as their weak versions.
We note that the weakly sign-symmetric P-matrices with nonpositive off-diagonal
entries are just the M-matrices and that the inverse M-matrices are contained among
the nonnegative P-matrices.
The submatrix of A 2 Mn lying in rows  and columns , ;   N D f1; 2; : : : ;
ng, of the n-by-n matrix A is denoted by AT; U, and the principal submatrix AT; U
is abbreviated to ATU. The submatrix of A obtained by deleting the rows  and
columns  is denoted by A.; /, and the principal submatrix A.; / is abbreviated
to A./. A P-matrix A is called a Fischer matrix if
det AT [ U 6 det ATU det ATU;
whenever ;   N and  \  D . The P-matrix A is, further, called a Koteljanskii
matrix if
det AT [ U det AT \ U 6 det ATU det ATU;
whenever ;   N ; here det ATU D 1, by convention. It is clear that Koteljanskii
matrices are contained among the Fischer matrices, which, in turn, (because of the
case of jj D jj D 1) are contained among the weakly sign-symmetric P-matrices.
It is also clear that every weakly sign-symmetric P-matrix is a limit of sign-sym-
metric P-matrices. Less obvious, but well known (see, for example, [9]), is that each
of the classes positive definite, M-matrices, invertibly totally nonnegative matrices,
and inverse M-matrices are contained among the Koteljanskii matrices. Each of the
containments mentioned in this paragraph is strict. Finally, we note that by Jacobi’s
identity, the Koteljanskii and P-matrices are inverse closed, but Fischer matrices are
not.
Our principal interest lies in P-matrix completion problems under various mild
symmetry conditions. We note that each of the subclasses of P-matrices (defined
by the various mild symmetry conditions) that we have mentioned is inherited by
principal submatrices. A partial matrix is a rectangular array in which some entries
are specified, while the remaining entries are free to be chosen (from a certain set).
A completion of a partial matrix is a choice of values for the unspecified entries,
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resulting in a conventional matrix, and a matrix completion problem asks which par-
tial matrices A have completions with a given property Q. When property Q is in-
herited by principal submatrices, an obvious necessary condition is that every fully
specified principal submatrix of A has property Q. Similarly, when property Q is
defined by any sign requirements all specified entries in such a partial matrix must
meet the necessary sign requirements. We call such a partial matrix a partial Q-ma-
trix, and it then becomes natural to ask which patterns (i.e., collections of positions
of specified entries in a given partial matrix) for the specified entries of a Q-matrix
guarantee a Q-matrix completion. The most natural way to describe the pattern of
the specified entries in a partial matrix is via a graph in which the edges identify
the positions of the specified entries. In our case the partial matrices are n-by-n, and
we shall concentrate upon combinatorially symmetric (aij is specified if and only if
aji is) partial matrices whose main diagonal entries are specified. Thus, we use an
undirected graph on n vertices in which there is an edge between vertex i and vertex
j (i =D j ) if and only if aij is specified; as all main diagonal entries are specified, we
omit loops by convention. Since all properties are permutation similarity invariant,
we may consider the graph to be unlabeled. We focus, then, upon which graphs G
for the specified entries of a partial Q-matrix A ensure that A has a completion that is
a Q-matrix, when Q is one of the several mildly symmetric subclasses of P-matrices
indicated above.
The classes we study here lie between some that have already been considered.
For example, it was shown in [11] that for unrestricted P-matrices there is no graph
theoretic restriction: every combinatorially symmetric partial P-matrix has a P-ma-
trix completion. However, the proof shows that completing entries in symmetrically
placed positions are often opposite in sign. On the other hand, in the positive definite
(i.e., symmetric P-matrix) case, there is a substantial graph theoretic restriction [7]:
exactly the chordal graphs ensure that a partial positive definite (or semidefinite)
matrix has a positive (semi) definite completion. An undirected graph is chordal if
it has no induced cycles of length 4 or more [2]. Other special classes of P-matri-
ces have also been studied, such as M-matrices and inverse M-matrices [13], totally
nonnegative matrices [12], and doubly nonnegative and completely positive matrices
[3,4]. Thus it is natural to consider how different things may be under milder (but
some) symmetry assumptions.
2. Chordal graphs
In this section, for many of our properties, we sort out which chordal graphs
insure completability under only the obvious necessary conditions. Recall that in the
positive definite case [7] all chordal graphs work. But here there is a stronger analogy
to some other cases, such as inverse M-matrices [13] and completely positive and
doubly nonnegative matrices [3] in which there are further restrictions. However,
unlike these cases, a different sort of completion will be necessary.
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In order to get started, we recall some very rich clique structure of chordal graphs.
See [2] or [6] for further information. A clique in an undirected graph G is simply
a complete (all possible edges) induced subgraph (i.e., a subgraph, whose vertex set
is a subset S of f1; 2; : : : ; ng, and whose edge set is the set of all edges in G that
have both ends in S, see also [2]). We also use clique to refer to a complete graph
and use Kp to indicate a clique on p vertices. A useful view of chordal graphs is
that they have a tree-like structure in which their maximal cliques play the role of
vertices. Consider two graphs G1 and G2, each of which contains the clique Kp. If
we identify the copy of Kp in G1 with that in G2 (any orientation of the vertices in
G1 or G2 is allowed), then the resulting graph G is called a clique sum of G1 and G2
(along the clique Kp). See Fig. 1 for an illustration.
If G1 is the clique Kq and G2 is any chordal graph containing the clique Kp,
p < q , then the clique sum of G1 and G2 along Kp is also chordal. In fact, the
chordal graphs are just the sequential clique sums of arbitrary cliques. The cliques
that are used (to build chordal graphs) are the maximal cliques (see [2]) of the re-
sulting chordal graph and the cliques along which the summing takes place are the
so-called minimal vertex separators (see [2]) of the resulting chordal graph. If the
maximum number of vertices in a minimal vertex separator (clique of summation) is
p, then the chordal graph is called p-chordal. We note here that a single clique is not
p-chordal for any p. Of interest here will be the 1-chordal graphs.
In the case of a clique sum of two cliques (a chordal graph with just two maximal
cliques), a particular formulaic completion (that may be applied sequentially) has
proven useful in a number of completion problems. Under mild regularity conditions
it is the unique completion whose inverse has zeros in all positions corresponding to
unspecified entries, and for this reason, we refer to it as the zeros in the inverse
completion. We illustrate it as follows. Up to permutation similarity we may assume
that the partial matrix A looks like
A D
2
4A11 A12 XA21 A22 A23
Y A32 A33
3
5 ;
in which the unspecified entries are exactly the entries of X and Y. If A22 is invertible,
then the completion OA given by
Fig. 1. Clique sum.
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X D A12A−122 A23 and Y D A32A−122 A21
has the correspondingly partitioned inverse
OA−1 D
2
4B11 B12 0B21 B22 B23
0 B32 B33
3
5
if 
A11 A12
A21 A22

and

A22 A23
A32 A33

are invertible. Furthermore,
det OA D
det

A11 A12
A21 A22

det

A22 A23
A32 A33

det A22
(1)
in any event, and the completion OA has useful properties even when
A11 A12
A21 A22

and

A22 A23
A32 A33

are not invertible. In the event that A22 is 1-by-1 (clique sum along a vertex), then X
and Y are the outer products of vectors up to a factor of scale.
Unfortunately, for our problem the zeros in the inverse completion do not always
give a completion of the desired type (which we illustrate with examples), even in the
1-chordal case. So, an interesting variant of it is introduced here – a one-sided zero
in the inverse completion or asymmetric completion for short. For the same partial
matrix
A D
2
4A11 A12 XA21 A22 A23
Y A32 A33
3
5
with A22 invertible, the asymmetric completion OA is given by
X D A12A−122 A23 and Y D 0:
If 
A11 A12
A21 A22

and

A22 A23
A32 A33

are invertible, then OA is invertible, and
OA−1 D
2
4B11 B12 0B21 B22 B23
Z B32 B33
3
5
with Z D B32B−122 B21. Formulas may also be given for the blocks Bij . It follows
that any principal submatrix of OA containing none of A22 is block triangular and
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has a determinant, a product of two principal minors, one from A11 and the other
from A33. But also, any principal minor containing all of A22 is the product of two
principal minors, one from
A11 A12
A21 A22

and containing all of A22 and the other from
A22 A23
A32 A33

and containing all of A22 – divided by det A22. In the case A22 is 1-by-1 these are
all the principal minors of A.
In what follows we let P denote any one of the following: (weakly) sign-sym-
metric, positive, nonnegative P-matrices, (weakly) sign-symmetric, positive, non-
negative P0;1-matrices, or Fischer, or Koteljanskii matrices.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a partial P-matrix; the graph of whose specified entries is
1-chordal with two maximal cliques. Then there exists a P-matrix completion of A.
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that A is partitioned as follows:
A D
2
64
A11 a12 X
aT21 a22 a
T
23
Y a32 A33
3
75 ;
where a22 is a nonzero scalar. Moreover, by diagonal scaling we may assume that
a22 D 1. Consider the asymmetric completion,
OA D
2
64
A11 a12 a12a
T
23
aT21 1 a
T
23
0 a32 A33
3
75 :
If A is a partial P- or P0;1-matrix, then OA is a P- or P0;1-matrix, respectively, by
(1). If A is weakly sign-symmetric or nonnegative matrix, then so is OA. If P is sign-
symmetric P, positive P, or positive P0;1, then simply perturb the (3,1) block of OA so
as to satisfy the sign constraints without disturbing the signs of the principal minors.
Finally, suppose P is a Koteljanskii (the arguments for Fischer are similar) matrix.
By previous remarks OA is a P-matrix. Let  and  be the subsets of N such that
OATU D

A11 a12
aT21 1

and OATU D

1 aT23
a32 A33

(which are both Koteljanskii matrices by assumption), and assume jj D k (thus k
is the index of the overlapping entry). Let γ ,   N . Then there are three cases to
consider: (1) k 62 γ , k 62 ; (2) k 2 γ , k 62  (k 62 γ , k 2  is handled similarly); and
(3) k 2 γ , k 2 . For case (1) observe that OA.fkg/ is a Koteljanskii matrix since OA.fkg/
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is block triangular with diagonal blocks Koteljanskii matrices. Hence det OATγ [ U
det OATγ \ U 6 det OATγ U det OATU. For case (2), consider the following:
det OA Tγ U det OATU
D det OATγ \ U det OATγ \ U det OATU by .1/
D det OATγ \ U det OATγ \ U det OAT \ U det OAT \ U
since OA.fkg/ is block triangular
D .det OATγ \ U det OAT \ U/.det OATγ \ U det OAT \ U/
> .det OAT.γ [/\U det OAT.γ \/\U/.det OAT.γ [/\Udet OAT.γ \/\U/
since OA is partial Koteljanskii
D det OATγ [ U det OATγ \ U by .1/:
Case (3) is similar to case (2). This completes the proof. 
Example 2.2. The following example demonstrates that the zeros in the inverse
completion of a partial P-matrix need not be a P-matrix, even in the case when the
graph of the specified entries is 1-chordal. Let
A D
2
66664
1 0 1 ? ?
1 1 0 ? ?
0 3 1 0 1
? ? 1 1 0
? ? 0 3 1
3
77775 :
Then A is a partial P-matrix. But the zeros in the inverse completion of A yield the
matrix
OA D
2
66664
1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0
0 3 1 0 1
0 3 1 1 0
0 0 0 3 1
3
77775 :
Observe that det OATf1; 2; 4; 5gU D −8, hence OA is not a P-matrix. Note that the zero
entries in A may be perturbed so that A is a partial positive P-matrix, for example,
and still the zeros in the inverse completion of A are not a P-matrix. By previous
remarks all the principal minors containing index 3 are positive (follows from (1)).
For the case of k-chordal (k > 1) there is little hope of guaranteeing that the zeros in
the inverse completion even satisfy the desired sign pattern. We note here in passing
that if we choose all of the unspecified entries of A (in Example 2.2) to be equal to
0, then this completion will be a P-matrix (see also [5]).
We refer to the graph in Fig. 2 as the double triangle.
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Fig. 2. Double triangle.
Lemma 2.3. For each P; there is a 4-by-4 partial P-matrix; the graph of whose
entries is a double triangle; that has noP-matrix completion.
Proof. Consider the following partial matrix:
A D
2
664
1 1 0:01 x
0:45 1 1 0:01
0:01 0:45 1 1
y 0:01 0:45 1
3
775 :
It is routine to verify that A is a partial positive P-matrix which has no positive (or
nonnegative) P-matrix completion since
det A D −0:1238 − 0:82x − 0:98y − 0:55xy < 0;
whenever x; y > 0. This example also rules out the cases of positive P0;1 and non-
negative P and P0;1. For the remaining cases, except Koteljanskii, consider the partial
matrix
A D
2
664
1 −1 1 x
−0:98 1 −1 3
0:06 −0:00001 1 1
y 0:01 0:95 1
3
775 :
Again it is not difficult to verify that A is a partialP-matrix for any of the remaining
cases except Koteljanskii. However, A has no completion of the desired type because
det ATf1; 2; 4gU D −0:01 − 0:0098x − 3y − xy
and
det ATf1; 3; 4gU D −0:01 C 0:057x C y − xy;
and in order for both these quantities to be simultaneously positive x and y must
have different sign. Finally, for the case Koteljanskii consider the following partial
Koteljanskii matrix:
A D
2
664
1 −0:9 1 x
−0:9 1 −0:3 0:19001
0:5 −0:3 1 0:50001
y 1 1 1
3
775 :
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However, A has no Koteljanskii completion since
det ATf1; 2; 4gU D −0:00001 − 0:9x − 0:171009y − xy
and
det ATf1; 3; 4gU D −0:00001 C 0:5x C 0:50001y − xy;
and in order for both of these quantities to be simultaneously positive x and y must
have different sign. 
Observe that these examples may be extended to arbitrary undirected graphs that
contain (as an induced subgraph) a double triangle. This can be done simply by using
the examples above and choosing all other main diagonal entries to be 1, and setting
all remaining specified entries to be , for some  > 0 and small enough so that A
is a partial P-matrix. We note here that any p-chordal graph with p > 1 contains a
double triangle as an induced subgraph (see [3, p. 88]).
Theorem 2.4. Let G be an undirected 1-chordal graph. Then any partialP-matrix;
the graph of whose specified entries is G; has aP-matrix completion.
Proof. It suffices to assume that G is connected using the well-known fact that the
direct sum of P- or P0;1-matrices is again a P- or P0;1-matrix, respectively. A partial
matrix whose graph is G is completable if (by completing with zeros outside the
direct summands, and then apply a small perturbation in the positive case only) and
only if (because each property P is inherited by principal submatrices) the partial
matrix associated with each component of G is completable.
The proof is by induction on the number k, of maximal cliques in G. The case of
k-maximal cliques is reduced to that of .k − 1/-cliques by choosing a clique (the kth-
clique) to be one that has only one vertex in common with any other maximal clique
(the existence of such cliques follows from the way chordal graphs are built, see [2]).
Then completing the subgraph induced by the remaining (k − 1)-cliques reduces the
problem to the case of two maximal cliques. The case of a 1-chordal graph with two
maximal cliques is handled in Lemma 2.1. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be an undirected chordal graph. Then any partial P-matrix;
the graph of whose specified entries is G; has a P-matrix completion if and only if
G is 1-chordal.
Proof. As was the case in the proof of Theorem 2.4 it suffices to assume that G is
connected. To show 1-chordal is necessary among chordal graphs, observe that any
k-chordal graph with k > 2 contains a double triangle as an induced subgraph. In
this case, apply the argument preceding Theorem 2.4. The sufficiency follows from
Theorem 2.4. 
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3. Cycles
Lemma 3.1. Every 3-by-3 partial positive P-matrix has a positive P-matrix com-
pletion. In particular; the partial positive P-matrix
A D
2
41 s yp 1 t
q r 1
3
5
can be completed to a positive P-matrix by choosing y D st if qst < 1 and y 2
.0; minf 1
q
; .1 − ps − rt C qst/=.q − pr/g/ if qst > 1.
Proof. The only nontrivial case to consider is the case in which A is a partial pos-
itive P-matrix with one unspecified off-diagonal entry. Note that if there are more
unspecified entries, values may be assigned to each entry making sure that the 2-by-2
principal minors are positive, until only one unspecified entry remains.
By permutation similarity it may be assumed, without loss of generality, that the
unspecified entry lies in the .1; 3/ position. By positive left diagonal multiplication
(which preserves positive P-matrices), we may also assume that there are ones on
the main diagonal. Thus the partial matrix is of the form
A D
2
41 s yp 1 t
q r 1
3
5 :
Positive diagonal similarities yield
A D
2
41 1 xa 1 1
b c 1
3
5
(which we also call A) with a D ps, b D qst , c D rt , and x D y=st . If b < 1, choos-
ing x D 1, we obtain a positive P-matrix completion. Otherwise, if b > 1, we have
det A D .1 − a/ C .b − c/ − .b − ac/x; then det A > 0 if and only if x < ..1 − a/
C.b − c//=.b − ac/: Since 0 < ..1 − a/ C .b − c//=.b − ac/, we obtain a positive
P-matrix completion by choosing
x 2

0; min

1
b
;
.1 − a/ C .b − c/
b − ac

:
Thus y D st , if qst < 1 and y 2 .0; minf1=q; .1 − ps − rt C qst/=.q − pr/g/ if
qst > 1. 
Lemma 3.2. Any 4-by-4 partial positive P-matrix; the graph of whose specified
entries is a 4-cycle; has a positive P-matrix completion.
Proof. Any 4-by-4 partial positive P-matrix, the graph of whose specified entries is
a 4-cycle, can be transformed, by permutation similarity into a partial matrix whose
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unspecified entries are in .1; 3/, .2; 4/, .3; 1/ and .4; 2/ positions. By positive di-
agonal scaling and positive diagonal similarity we can assume that the diagonal and
super-diagonal entries are equal to 1. Thus we assume that A is of the following form:
A D
2
664
1 1 x1 a
b 1 1 x2
y1 c 1 1
d y2 e 1
3
775 :
Since A is a partial positive P-matrix, 0 < b; c; e < 1, ad < 1 and 0 < a; d . Choos-
ing y1 D c and y2 D d produces a partial positive P-matrix C with only two unspec-
ified entries. Now we need to find values for x1 and x2 to obtain a completion of A
with the desired properties.
Observe that if 0 < x1 < 1=c and 0 < x2 < 1=d , then all the 2-by-2 principal
minors are positive. For the 3-by-3 principal minors we note: det CTf1; 2; 3gU D .1 −
b/.1 − cx1/ > 0 if and only if x1 < 1=c, and det CTf1; 2; 4gU D .1 − b/.1 − ad/ > 0
by the P-matrix conditions. Apply Lemma 3.1 to the reordered principal submatrix
CTf1; 4; 3gU D
2
41 a x1d 1 e
c 1 1
3
5 :
If aec < 1, choosing x1 D ae, then we have det CTf1; 3; 4gU > 0, and if aec > 1,
choosing
x1 2

0; min

1
c
;
.1 − ad/ C e.ac − 1/
c − d

;
implies det CTf1; 3; 4gU > 0. Again applying Lemma 3.1 to the principal submatrix
CTf2; 3; 4gU we obtain values for the unspecified entry x2 such that det CTf2; 3; 4gU >
0. Finally, from the choices for the unspecified entries above it follows that det C D
.1 − b/ detCTf1; 3; 4gU > 0. This completes the proof. 
Example 3.3. The following example demonstrates that there exists a 4-by-4, partial
sign-symmetric P-matrix, the graph of whose specified entries is a 4-cycle, which has
no sign-symmetric P-matrix completion.
Consider the partial sign-symmetric P-matrix
A D
2
664
1 1 −2 y1
0:5 1 y2 2
−0:4 x2 1 1
x1 0:4 0:5 1
3
775 :
Note that
det ATf1; 2; 3gU D −0:3 − 0:4y2 − x2 − x2y2
and
det ATf2; 3; 4gU D −0:3 C 0:4y2 C x2 − x2y2:
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Hence it follows that (assuming that x2 and y2 have the same sign)
det ATf1; 2; 3gU > 0 H) x2 < 0 and y2 < 0;
det ATf2; 3; 4gU > 0 H) x2 > 0 and y2 > 0:
Thus there is no sign-symmetric P-matrix completion of the partial matrix A. This
example also rules out the cases of weakly sign-symmetric P-matrix, Fischer and
Koteljanskii matrices.
We remark here that the question of the completability of a partial sign-sym-
metric P-matrix, the graph of whose specified entries is an n-cycle (n > 5), is still
open. Moreover, there seems to be little hope of extending the partial matrix given
in Example 3.3 for general n, which is in contrast to other completion problems
when the underlying graph is an n-cycle. For example, in the case of positive definite
[7], doubly nonnegative or completely positive [3] partial matrices, imposing the
necessary restriction of symmetry on the completion allowed for an easy extension
of the 4-cycle example to an n-cycle example. Similarly, properties of inverse M-
matrices also made an extension clear [13]. Without some extra structure imposed
on the partial matrix, the completability of the n-cycle for a partial sign-symmetric
P-matrix seems difficult. Consider the following example.
Example 3.4. Consider the following partial sign-symmetric P0 (P0;1)-matrix:
A D
2
66666664
1 1 x13 x14 : : : x1;n−1 −1
1 1 1 x24 : : : x2;n−1 x2n
y31 1 1 1 : : : x3;n−1 x3n
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
yn−1;1 yn−1;2 yn−1;3 yn−1;4 : : : 1 1
−1 yn2 yn3 yn4 : : : 1 1
3
77777775
;
the graph of whose specified entries is an n-cycle. In order to satisfy the obvious
necessary condition that each principal submatrix of A is a P0 (P0;1)-matrix, it is not
difficult to show that the values for xij and yij must be (at least) nonnegative. To
see this, use the fact that det ATfn − 2; n − 1; ngU > 0 to show xn−2;n and yn;n−2 are
positive. Having shown that xk;n and yn;k are positive, use det ATfk − 1; k; ngU > 0
and sign-symmetry to show that xk−1;n and yn;k−1 are positive and so on. However,
in this case
det ATf1; 2; ngU D det
2
4 1 1 −11 1 x2n
−1 yn2 1
3
5 < 0:
Thus A has no sign-symmetric P0 (P0;1)-matrix completion.
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However, in the case of a partial positive P-matrix we have the following result.
Lemma 3.5. Let n > 5. If A is an n-by-n partial positive P-matrix; the graph of
whose specified entries is an n-cycle; then A may be completed to a positive P-matrix.
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the partial matrix has the
following form:
A D
2
66666664
1 a12 x13 x14 : : : x1;n−1 a1n
a21 1 a23 x24 : : : x2;n−1 x2n
y31 a32 1 a34 : : : x3;n−1 x3n
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
yn−1;1 yn−1;2 yn−1;3 yn−1;4 : : : 1 an−1;n
an1 yn2 yn3 yn4 : : : an;n−1 1
3
77777775
: (2)
The proof is by induction on n. If n D 5, then
A D
2
66664
1 a12 x13 x14 a15
a21 1 a23 x24 x25
y31 a32 1 a34 x35
y41 y42 a43 1 a45
a51 y52 y53 a54 1
3
77775 :
Firstly, we analyze the principal submatrix ATf2; 3; 4; 5gU. Choosing x25 Da15=a12
and y52 D a51a12 we achieve the following partial positive P-matrix C whose graph
is a 4-cycle:
C D
2
664
1 a23 x24 a15=a12
a32 1 a34 x35
y42 a43 1 a45
a51a12 y53 a54 1
3
775 :
Applying Lemma 3.2 to the matrix C gives the following positive P-matrix comple-
tion:
OC D
2
664
1 a23 c24 a15=a12
a32 1 a34 c35
c42 a43 1 a45
a51a12 c53 a54 1
3
775 :
Note that OC is a completion of the principal submatrix ATf2; 3; 4; 5gU. If we let x13 D
a12a23, x14 D a12c24, y31 D a32=a12 and y41 D c42=a12, we obtain an entry-wise
positive completion OA of A such that
If   f2; 3; 4; 5g, then
det OATf1; gUD
(
.1 − a12a21/ det OCTU > 0; 2 2 ;
det OCTf2; gU > 0; 2 62 :
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To see this observe that
OA D
2
66664
1 a12 a12a23 a12c24 a15
a21 1 a23 c24 a15=a12
a32=a12 a32 1 a34 c35
c42=a12 c42 a43 1 a45
a51 a51a12 c53 a54 1
3
77775 ;
and subtracting a12 times row 2 from row 1 we obtain
OD D
2
66664
1 − a12a21 0 0 0 0
a21 1 a23 c24 a15=a12
a32=a12 a32 1 a34 c35
c42=a12 c42 a43 1 a45
a51 a51a12 c53 a54 1
3
77775 :
Hence det OATf1; gU D .1 − a12a21/ det OCTU whenever 2 2 . For the remaining case
(i.e., 2 62 ) observe that det OATf1; gU D .1=a12/a12 det OCTf2; gU by factoring out
the scalar 1=a12 from column 1 and a12 from row 1. Finally it is clear that det OATU D
det OCTU > 0: Therefore, OA is a positive P-matrix completion of A.
Next, let A be an n-by-n matrix as in (2). Choosing x2n D a1n=a12 and yn2 D
a12an1 and applying the induction hypothesis to the submatrix ATf2; 3; : : : ; ngU we
obtain a positive P-matrix completion OC D fcij g of the matrix ATf2; 3; : : : ; ngU. Let
OA denote the matrix
OA D
2
66666664
1 a12 x13 x14 : : : x1;n−1 a1n
a21 1 a23 c24 : : : c2;n−1 a1n=a12
y31 a32 1 a34 : : : c3;n−1 c3n
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
yn−1;1 cn−1;2 cn−1;3 cn−1;4 : : : 1 an−1;n
an1 a12an1 cn3 cn4 : : : an;n−1 1
3
77777775
:
For the remaining unspecified entries of OA consider the following choices:
x13 D a12a23; x1j D a12c2j ; j D 4; : : : ; n − 1;
y31 D a32=a12; yj1 D cj2=a12; j D 4; : : : ; n − 1:
Applying similar formulas (as in the case n D 5) to det OATf1; gU for   f2; 3; : : : ;
ng it follows that the matrix obtained is indeed a positive P-matrix completion of
A. 
Recall that the case of completing a partial sign-symmetric P-matrix, the graph of
whose specified entries is a k-cycle, for k > 5, is still unresolved. However, suppose
it is known that any partial sign-symmetric P-matrix, the graph of whose specified
entries is a k-cycle for some k > 5, can be completed to a sign-symmetric P-ma-
trix. Now assume that A is a partial sign-symmetric P-matrix, the graph of whose
specified entries is a .k C 1/-cycle (suppose A is of the form in (2) with k C 1 D n).
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Then (following the proof of Lemma 3.5) choose x2;kC1 D a1;kC1=a12 and ykC1;2 D
a12akC1;1, and observe that ATf2; 3; : : : ; k C 1gU is a partial sign-symmetric P-ma-
trix, the graph of whose specified entries is a k-cycle. Hence ATf2; 3; : : : ; k C 1gU
can be completed to a sign-symmetric P-matrix, say OC D fcij g by assumption. If we
let
x13 D a12a23; x1j D a12c2j ; j D 4; : : : ; k;
y31 D a32=a12; yj1 D cj2=a12; j D 4; : : : ; k;
then it follows that the matrix obtained is a sign-symmetric P-matrix completion
of A.
Definition 3.6. A block graph is a graph formed by taking the sequential sum of
a collection of blocks, consisting of simple cycles and cliques, beginning with one
block and adding other blocks, by identifying exactly one vertex of each new block
with exactly one vertex of the previously constructed graph.
Theorem 3.7. An n-by-n partial positive P-matrix; whose graph of the specified
entries is a block graph; has a positive P-matrix completion.
Proof. Firstly, we transform the block graph into a 1-chordal graph by applying
Lemma 3.5 to every cycle that appears in the graph. Next, we apply Theorem 2.4 to
the new partial matrix in order to obtain a positive P-matrix completion. 
4. General results and further discussion
We begin this final section with an exact 1-chordal result for the case of (weakly)
sign-symmetric P0- and P0;1-matrices.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an undirected graph. Then every partial .weakly/ sign-sym-
metric P0- or P0;1-matrix; the graph of whose specified entries is G; has a .weakly/
sign-symmetric P0- or P0;1-matrix completion if and only if G is 1-chordal.
Proof. It suffices to assume that G is connected since the direct sum of (weakly)
sign-symmetric P0- or P0;1-matrices is again a (weakly) sign-symmetric P0- or P0;1-
matrix. To show that 1-chordal is necessary we make use of some of the previous
examples. If G is not chordal, then G contains an induced simple cycle of length
4 or more. Use Example 3.4 to specify data in a partial matrix A in the positions
corresponding to this cycle. Then the principal submatrix of A corresponding to this
cycle has no (weakly) sign-symmetric P0- or P0;1-matrix completion (see the re-
marks preceding Lemma 3.5). Specify all other main diagonal entries to be 1, and in
all other off-diagonal specified positions set the entries to be 0. Then A is a partial
(weakly) sign-symmetric P0- or P0;1-matrix the graph of whose specified entries
is G. Moreover, A has no (weakly) sign-symmetric P0- or P0;1-matrix completion
because a principal submatrix of A has no such completion. If, further, G is chordal
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but not 1-chordal, then G contains an induced double triangle. In this case a partial
matrix A, the graph of whose specified entries is G, exists as in the previous case by
using the same examples as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 to specify data in the principal
submatrix corresponding to the double triangle, in place of the cycle above, Again,
A has no such completion.
The fact that 1-chordal is sufficient follows from Theorem 2.4 in all cases ex-
cept possibly when A is (weakly) sign-symmetric P0-matrix. However, upon careful
inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.4, which relies on Lemma 2.1, the only case
in which a different completion must be used is when a main diagonal entry corre-
sponding to a minimal vertex separator is 0, otherwise the same completion used in
Lemma 2.1 applies. For example, suppose A is of the following form:
A D
2
64
A11 a12 ?
aT21 0 a
T
23
? a32 A33
3
75 ;
where"
A11 a12
aT21 0
#
and
"
0 aT23
a32 A33
#
are both (weakly) sign-symmetric P0-matrices. Then completing A with zeros yields
a P0-matrix (see [5]). The proof now follows by applying an induction argument
similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
We now wish to discuss some bounding of exact results for various classes of
P0-matrices. For example, by Theorem 2.4 we know that 1-chordal is sufficient for
completing (weakly) sign-symmetric, nonnegative P-matrices, Fischer and Koteljan-
skii matrices. Moreover, among chordal graphs 1-chordal is also necessary for com-
pleting such matrices (see Corollary 2.5). However, in order to rule out nonchordal
graphs, we have to show that an n-cycle is not completable for all n > 4. By Exam-
ple 3.3, the 4-cycle is not completable in general. The case of larger cycles is still
unresolved. Note that if the k-cycle is completable for some k > 5, then an n-cycle
is completable for every n > k (see the remarks preceding Theorem 4.1). Currently,
the collection of all completable graphs for (weakly) sign-symmetric, nonnegative P-
matrices, Fischer and Koteljanskii matrices contains the class of all 1-chordal graphs
and is strictly contained among the class of block graphs.
A graph that consists of a cycle with two nonadjacent vertices joined by a path
that includes no edges of the cycle is called a double cycle. It was shown in [4] that
a graph G is not a block graph if and only if G contains an induced double cycle.
In Theorem 3.7 we showed that any partial positive P-matrix, the graph of whose
specified entries is a block graph, is completable. Thus in order to obtain an exact
block graph result in this case, we need to construct a partial positive P-matrix, the
graph of whose specified entries is a double cycle (where each cycle has arbitrary
length), which has no positive P-matrix completion. Currently this question remains
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unresolved, except in the special case of a double triangle (see Lemma 2.3). We
conclude this discussion with a list of important open questions.
Question 4.2. Does there exist a partial .weakly/ sign-symmetric P-matrix; the
graph of whose entries is an n-cycle .n > 5/; that does not have a .weakly/ sign-
symmetric P-matrix completion?
Question 4.3. Does there exist a partial .weakly/ sign-symmetric P-matrix; or par-
tial positive P-matrix; the graph of whose specified entries is a double cycle .and not
a double triangle/; that does not have a .weakly/ sign-symmetric P-matrix; or partial
positive P-matrix completion?
As mentioned in Section 2 we have employed throughout this paper a new type
of completion, which we referred to as the asymmetric completion. In light of the
simplicity and apparent utility of the asymmetric completion, the following question
is not only interesting but also fundamental.
Question 4.4. Let A be a partial n-by-n matrix in the following formV
A D
2
64
A11 a12 ?
aT21 a22 a
T
23
? a32 A33
3
75 ;
where A11 and A33 are square and a22 is 1-by-1. Determine general properties that
the partial matrix A must possess so that the asymmetric completion of A,
A D
2
64
A11 a12 a12aT23=a22
aT21 a22 a
T
23
0 a32 A33
3
75 ;
satisfies the same general properties.
In this paper (see Lemma 2.1), we demonstrated many particular subclasses of P0-
matrices for which the asymmetric completion yielded a desired completion. How-
ever, it would be useful to understand more generally the properties inherited under
the asymmetric completion of a given partial matrix A.
Another interesting class of completion problems is the following. Suppose A is
a partial matrix in the following form:
A D
2
64
A11 a12 ?
aT21 a22 a
T
23
A31 a32 A33
3
75 ;
where A11 and A33 are square and a22 is 1-by-1. By Lemma 3.1, if A (as above)
is a 3-by-3 partial positive P-matrix, then A has a positive P-matrix completion.
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However, the situation is much different in the 4-by-4 case. Consider the following
partial positive P-matrix:
A D
2
664
0:51 1 x y
1=2 1:01 1 1=2
1 1 1:01 1
2 1 1 1:01
3
775 ;
where x and y are positive real numbers. If there are to exist choices for x and y so
that A is positive P-matrix, x must satisfy 0 < x < 0:5151. However, for all values
of x in this range and y > 0, we have
det.A/ D −0:48735 C 0:5049x − 0:0252y < 0:
Thus A cannot be completed to a positive P-matrix.
Given the above example, we pose the following interesting question.
Question 4.5. Determine necessary and sufficient conditions on the partial positive
P-matrix
A D
2
64
A11 a12 ?
aT21 a22 a
T
23
A31 a32 A33
3
75 ;
in order to guarantee the existence of a positive P-matrix completion.
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